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ABSTRACT
Describing device behavior is a common task that is currently
not well supported by general animation or CAD software.
We present PhysInk, a system that enables users to demon-
strate 2D behavior by sketching and directly manipulating ob-
jects on a physics-enabled stage. Unlike previous tools that
simply capture the user’s animation, PhysInk captures an un-
derstanding of the behavior in a timeline. This enables use-
ful capabilities such as causality-aware editing and finding
physically-correct equivalent behavior. We envision PhysInk
being used as a physics teacher’s sketchpad or a WYSIWYG
tool for game designers.
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INTRODUCTION
Describing physical behavior is a routine task for physics
teachers, game designers and many others, yet the available
tools are largely inadequate. A teacher does not use anima-
tion to describe kinematics, primarily because sketching on a
blackboard offers more freedom and efficiency, but also be-
cause most animation software cannot enforce physical con-
straints (e.g. collisions and joints). A game designer uses
a physics engine to drive gameplay, but has to incrementally
adjust and test physical parameters (e.g. an angry bird’s mass)
to produce some desired behavior. Instead, it would be con-
venient if the designer could demonstrate behavior and have
the system produce the required parameters in response.

We present PhysInk, a system that enables users to describe
2D physical behavior by demonstration, sketching and di-
rectly manipulating objects on a stage backed by a physics
engine [2]. The physics-enabled stage enforces rigid body
physics (i.e., collisions) and constraints imposed by sketched
joints, ropes and springs, making the user’s manipulations
feel physically realistic. The demonstration is captured as
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Figure 1. The user demonstrates the pinball’s behavior (left) by directly
manipulating the sketch: flipper B strikes the ball, which bounces off the
bumper and wall. In response, PhysInk finds physically-correct, equiva-
lent behavior (right).

a timeline of distinct events, which is used to find physical
parameters that lead to an equivalent behavior.

RELATED WORK
PhysInk’s UI is inspired by systems like K-Sketch [4] and
Dragimation [8], which allow the user to record motion
by directly manipulating the sketch or drawing trajectories.
PhysInk takes these ideas a step further through its ability to
understand and enforce physical constraints, establishing the
physicality that is tedious to maintain in animation software.

Interactive simulation has been well explored by several ear-
lier systems. ASSIST [1], for example, enables users to
sketch a machine’s parts and constraints, then simulate it. Be-
cause ASSIST focuses on structure, producing desired behav-
ior may involve a repetitive loop of tweaking structure and
checking simulator output. Popovic’s work on simulation-
driven animation [7] allows users to manipulate objects by
specifying keyframes that guide the simulation, but again this
is indirect and time-consuming compared to demonstrating
the behavior directly.

PhysicsBook [3] and MathPad2 [5] assist students in the un-
derstanding of physics concepts, linking sketched equations
to diagrams, and animating the diagram in response to the
student’s computations. PhysInk offers an alternative way
to explore a physics problem: the teacher or student could
quickly demonstrate a behavior, then examine an equation to
see how its physical parameters are changing.

USING PHYSINK
The user starts by sketching objects (rigid bodies) and con-
straints (joints, ropes, springs). Strokes are recognized by an
extension of PaleoSketch [6] as circles, polylines, helixes or
X-symbols; these primitives are then interpreted as objects or



constraints, based on their context in the sketch. For example,
a circle on its own is a round rigid body, where a small circle
inside an existing body is a pin joint. The user can also sketch
polygonal objects, anchors, ropes and springs.

The user can then easily demonstrate behavior by manipulat-
ing sketched objects, but only within the indicated physical
constraints. Concurrent movement of multiple objects can be
recorded by rewinding, then demonstrating new movement
while previously recorded trajectories are played back. The
enforced physical constraints result in an intuitive interface
for demonstrating movement and contact, where objects re-
spond to collisions and forces as the user expects. For game
designers and others, this opens the door to designing by
demonstration, rather than by tweaking structural parameters.

THE TIMELINE
PhysInk records the user’s interactions in a timeline - a
causally-linked graph of physical events - which can be re-
wound, played back and edited. There are four types of
events: (1) start: used to represent exogenous forces that ini-
tiate the behavior, (2) movement: the trajectory of a single
object, (3) contact: marking the collision of two or more ob-
jects, and (4) end-contact: marking the ceasing of contact
between two or more objects.

In our system events capture both literal and qualitative ge-
ometry. For example, a movement event records an object’s
demonstrated trajectory as well as its relative motion (left,
right, above or below nearby objects). A contact event records
the collision location, as well which sides are in contact (e.g.
ball against top of box). This representation of events, focus-
ing on causality and qualitative geometry, is intended to cap-
ture a higher-level, qualitative understanding of the behavior
similar to how a user might think of it.

CAUSALITY-AWARE EDITING
The timeline allows the system to reason about the demon-
stration at a more abstract level than frame-based animation.
Consider a pinball game designer who rewinds a description,
editing a ball’s trajectory so that it no longer collides with a
bumper. In a traditional animation tool, the bumper would
still move, while PhysInk uses its understanding of causality
to propagate the change through the timeline, deleting events
that should no longer occur (the bumper collision) and pre-
serving those that are unaffected. In this way, PhysInk makes
it easy to rewind and explore alternative behaviors.

FINDING EQUIVALENT REALISTIC BEHAVIOR
The timeline is also used to ’clean-up’ the user’s demonstra-
tion, producing an equivalent behavior that is physically cor-
rect. This is achieved by searching for physical parameters
that lead to a simulated timeline that most closely matches
the demonstrated timeline. This behavior will be physically
correct, because it is produced purely by the physics engine.

PhysInk does this with an exhaustive search, varying all phys-
ical parameters (e.g. initial velocities, friction coefficients),
except for sizes, positions and orientations to ensure that the
sketch’s static appearance does not change. A simulated time-
line is produced for each set of parameters and compared to

the demonstrated timeline, using a qualitative and quantita-
tive distance. The qualitative distance measures the topolog-
ical similarity of the two timelines, where pairs of events are
considered equivalent if they share the same type (e.g. move-
ment or contact), objects and qualitative geometry. The quan-
titative distance measures visual similarity, and is computed
by summing Euclidean distances between trajectories of the
same object in the two timelines. The simulated timeline with
the lowest distance scores provides a physically-correct be-
havior that most closely matches the user’s demonstration.

USE CASES AND FUTURE WORK
PhysInk’s natural UI for describing physical behavior and the
features enabled by its timeline make it a potentially useful
tool for design-by-demonstration and education. A mobile
game developer could design a character’s movement through
the world by demonstrating it, rather than fiddling with phys-
ical parameters. A physics teacher could quickly sketch
scenarios and demonstrate concepts on the physics-enabled
stage, then query physical parameters to answer questions
like: what initial velocity will allow the ball to clear the wall?

We would like to extend PhysInk to better support these appli-
cations. For example, as a game design tool, there should be
an entry point for player interactions in the behavior demon-
stration process. Also, the user should have control over
which parameters are fixed while others are searched. Impor-
tantly, we plan to conduct user studies to evaluate PhysInk’s
usefulness in these applications.

CONCLUSION
We have presented PhysInk, a system for describing physical
behavior by demonstration, where users sketch and directly
manipulate objects on a physics-enabled stage. Demonstra-
tions are captured as timelines of events, leading the way
to causality-aware editing and finding physical parameters
that drive the demonstration, which may be useful in physics
classrooms and game design.
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